NURSERY
SAFETY

SAFETY

The Most Important Design Choice
Nursery safety is something I pay close attention
to from the very beginning of every project.
Safety standards change all the time, and new
products create new challenges. In this guide, I
have highlighted some of the most important
safety issues I use in nursery design all the time.
These are the basics though—always do your
research!

Nursery Safety
SAFE CAN BE BEAUTIFUL

Below are some of my top safety tips for the nursery. Keep in mind that safety is
ever-changing based on new products, so always do your due diligence!

CRIB AND FURNITURE SAFETY

• Cribs should never be placed under a window.

There can be issues with sunburn,

earthquake hazards (glass breaking) and even elevated heat.
• Always make sure that the crib you choose is new, unused and a current model that
meets all the newest safety standards. Drop-side cribs are no longer legal in the US.
You may also want to check the brand’s recall history.

• Make sure the mattress for the crib is tight fitting and meets all current safety
standards.
• Do not try to alter or customize the design of a crib!

It doesn’t matter how nice it

will look, if you alter a crib in any way, it invalidates the warranty and can be unsafe.
• Attach any other furniture to the wall, such as dressers or bookcases.

This prevents

falling or tipping if a baby tries to crawl or pull on them.
• Go with non-toxic and organic finishes when possible.

New furniture has a lot of

VOCs and babies are MUCH more susceptible to their effects. This goes for the crib
in particular since babies may chew on the top rail, potentially ingesting the finish.
An organic crib mattress is a must as well since their face will be close to it.
• Do not place any furniture or décor within 2 feet of the crib. Crib canopies are
pretty, but they can be a strangulation hazard.
• Do not use crib bumpers.

They are generally considered unsafe and a risk for SIDS,

as well as a climbing hazard. In some states, they are fully outlawed.

OTHER SAFETY TIPS

• Make sure all window treatments are installed without cords. If you already have
window treatments with cords, install cleats high up on the window frame and
ALWAYS keep them out of reach.
• Place outlet protectors on every outlet in the room, even if they are behind
furniture. Try to minimize the use of cords from lamps or baby monitors. Hide
the cords behind furniture or tack them to the wall.
• Do not hang anything breakable over a crib (no glass, no mirrors and nothing
heavy). Anything that you do hang over a crib should be heavily secured.
• Be careful with decorative accessories and little items.

Make sure there are no

tiny parts that could be harmful if swallowed. Use museum putty on the back of
all picture frames and underneath any decorative items on shelves.
• Do the “crawl test”.

Get down on your hands and knees (or pretend to) and

imagine being at baby’s level.

What could a baby pull on?

What could they

reach, put in their mouth or trip on?
• If you have any doubt, consult a nursery safety expert.

This can never hurt!

Even I do this on occasion, just to have a second set of eyes.

MY MOST IMPORTANT SAFETY TIP IS THIS:
PAY ATTENTION TO EVERY DETAIL, NO MATTER HOW SMALL.
REGULARLY RE-EVALUATE YOUR SPACE, CHILD’S HABITS AND
PRODUCTS YOU BRING INTO YOUR HOME.

Safety Resources
Nursery safety takes research. If you’re feeling stuck or overwhelmed,
consult these resources:

INTL ASSOCIATION FOR CHILD SAFETY

A great place to look for a registered baby-proofing expert, and for
other safety articles
www.iafcs.org

CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION

Sign up for product recall alerts
www.cpsc.org

JUVENILE PRODUCTS MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION

Read about brand certifications and safety articles
www.jpma.org

The Book
YOUR PERFECT NURSERY

In Your Perfect Nursery, parents-to-be will be showered
with advice for identifying their style and personalizing
décor, creating a functional floor plan, budgeting and
project management, and more—all while ensuring
safety is the number one priority. Parents will breathe
easy knowing they have a single, organized resource to
consult with in this accessible, step-by-step handbook.
Featuring checklists, a floor plan guide, budget tips, and
more than 150 stunning photographs to inspire parentsto-be, Your Perfect Nursery is the ultimate roadmap for
designing this special space!

Featuring checklists, a floor plan guide, budget tips, and
more than 150 stunning photographs to inspire parentsto-be, Your Perfect Nursery is the ultimate roadmap for
designing this special space!
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